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Purpose: To determine whether a nurse-led care model with telemonitoring in primary care for patients with stable heart failure and 
their caregivers is feasible and acceptable.
Patients and Methods: A mixed-methods feasibility study was conducted. Patients with stable heart failure and their caregivers 
were consecutively enrolled from March 2021 to April 2022. Participants were managed by nurses in a community health center 
through education and monitoring with a mobile app. The outcomes were feasibility outcomes, self-care outcomes, and qualitative 
acceptability and satisfaction. Quantitative and qualitative outcomes were linked to understanding how the model of care might benefit 
patients.
Results: Twenty-six patients and nine of their caregivers were enrolled. Ten participants used the mobile app. Nineteen patients and 
eight caregivers were interviewed. Participants who improved their self-care appreciated the help in finding coping strategies, being 
close to the clinic, and feeling cared for. Participants with fewer improvements in self-care perceived the model of care as useless and 
were far from the centre. Participants decided to use the app mainly for usefulness prevision, and most of them were satisfied.
Conclusion: The model of care was not successful in recruiting patients, and adjustments are needed to improve the recruitment 
strategy and to engage people who perceive the model of care as not useful or unable to use the app.
Keywords: nursing, primary care, heart failure, cardiology, general practice

Introduction
Throughout decades, the continual increase of chronic conditions in patients has become a major challenge for healthcare 
systems. Heart failure (HF) is one of the most challenging conditions, with an estimated prevalence of 2–3% across the 
world.1 However, the prevalence is likely higher because of the large number of undiagnosed cases, especially among those 
without frequent HF symptomatology.1 Over the years, the models of care and guidelines have mainly focused on acute and 
complex HF, as well as HF patients with a high risk of rehospitalization. Patients with a low risk of hospitalization and 
clinical stability are of low interest in health service research1 as they are usually managed by their general practitioners 
(GPs) or nurse practitioners in primary care. Few experimental studies have tested models of care involving primary care 
professionals acting as the leaders of HF care pathway, and inconsistent results have been reported in the literature on their 
effectiveness.2–4 Furthermore, nurse-led interventions for HF patients were mainly experimented in hospital outpatient 
clinics by recruiting discharged patients, intensive home care services, or transitional care programs.2–4 In addition, in 
recent decades, telehealth has been introduced to improve the efficiency of models of care5 on health outcomes and 
hospitalization, and the COVID-19 pandemic has advanced the development of digital health interventions, including 
mobile apps for remote telemonitoring. As soon as these apps were combined with nurse-led interventions,6 contrasting 
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results on death, hospitalization, lifestyle, and self-care outcomes were found.7,8 However, most studies on telemonitoring 
focus mainly on complex or decompensated HF patients and on stand-alone telemonitoring interventions with the exclusion 
of people without internet at home and reaching a population with an average age of less than 75 years.3,7–9 All the issues 
described above prevent the development of useful recommendations to manage stable HF in primary care by embedding 
the role of nurses and digital interventions with the purpose to improve self-care abilities and slow the disease progression.

Moreover, few studies tested complex models of care with structured family- or caregiver-targeted interventions by 
nurses.4 However, scientific statements remark on the critical importance of providing education to families and 
caregivers, as well as further studies on technological interventions for caregivers.10

Based on these premises, we developed a complex multidisciplinary nurse-led intervention targeted at patients with 
stable HF in a community health center with a nurse-led telemonitoring service. In this study, we aimed to test the 
feasibility and acceptability of the nurse-led model of care and evaluate how the model of care might benefit patients and 
their informal caregivers to develop a protocol for a multicenter randomized control trial.

Materials and Methods
Research Questions
We defined these research questions:

● Quantitative research questions:
○ Is this model feasible to recruit patients with stable HF?
○ Is this model feasible to manage patients with stable HF with telemonitoring?
○ Is this model feasible for improving self-care ability in patients with stable HF?

● Qualitative research questions:
○ What is the level of acceptability of the care model in terms of beliefs and qualitative experiences from patients 

and their caregivers?
○ What is the level of acceptability of the mobile app for telemonitoring in terms of beliefs and qualitative 

experiences of patients and their caregivers?
● Mixed-method research questions:

○ How can participants’ and caregivers’ beliefs and experiences about the model of care (qualitative) help explain 
differences in self-care ability improvement (quantitative)?

○ How can participants’ and caregivers’ beliefs and experiences about using the mobile app for telemonitoring 
(qualitative) explain the rate of adoption and use of the mobile app for telemonitoring (quantitative)?

Study Design
A mixed-methods feasibility study11,12 was conducted as part of a larger study from March 2021 to April 2022. The 
larger study consisted of a six-month pragmatic single-arm quasi-experimental study embedding the descriptive quali-
tative design applied as a nested process evaluation12 at three months. In this paper, we present quantitative and 
qualitative results at three months. The intervention mixed-method approach11,12 was used to understand how the 
model of care might work. Mixed-method design combines quantitative and qualitative data allowing us to answer our 
research questions, which could not be fully explained by a standalone qualitative or quantitative study. The reporting 
guidelines for mixed-method studies13 were adopted.

Setting and Participants
This study was conducted in a community health center placed in a rural-mountain district covering a population of 
91.767 citizens. In this area, one hospital is present, and 78 GPs operate alone or in shared outpatient clinics. HF patients 
and patients with implantable heart devices are managed by cardiologists and nurses of the cardiological outpatient clinic 
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in the hospital, which provide a telemonitoring service through a mobile app. Home care provided by GPs and district 
nurses is also available for patients with advanced and complex HF not able to reach health services.

We consecutively sampled patients: a) diagnosed with HF in stable conditions (stable NYHA class I–II, no frequent 
occurrence of HF drug changes or HF symptoms) as judged by cardiologists or GPs; b) in charge of GPs and hospital 
cardiologists in the district; c) able to reach outpatient services autonomously or accompanied; and d) >18 years. 
Informal caregivers were included if they contributed to HF self-care of the included patients, for example, helping in 
managing drugs, daily life activities, and symptoms. Patients were excluded if they were cared for by the hospital 
outpatient service because of complex heart comorbidities or implantable heart devices or by the home-care nursing 
service.

The recruitment was conducted in three phases to promote community-based recruitment with the involvement of 
family and community nurses (FCNs), GPs, and cardiologists of the outpatient hospital HF clinic. Firstly, GPs and 
cardiologists screened patients during routine visits or through the lists of all patients with HF diagnosis to identify those 
in stable conditions. Then, potential participants were communicated to FCNs that re-assessed each case for the 
eligibility criteria and proceeded to the enrolment in the study. In the third phase, FCNs checked the eligibility of 
caregivers of patients enrolled. The entire recruitment process was supervised by the research team. Considering the 
feasibility of the study, the sample size was not statistically estimated; however, we considered the need to establish 
a minimum of 25 patients over a timespan of one year to ensure findings relevant to estimate a parameter for sample size 
calculation of the next randomized control trial and detect different perspectives of patients’ experience.14

Intervention
The model was developed as a complex intervention comprising multiple interventions based on previous studies, 
clinical guidelines, and frameworks.1,15,16

Firstly, two mastered FCNs were allocated to a novel outpatient clinic in a community health center and trained on the 
study processes by the researcher team. The FCNs were registered nurses with post-graduate education and experience in 
family health and community care.

Then, a multidisciplinary network was established through a shared care pathway including FCNs, GPs, cardiologists, 
and nurses of the hospital HF outpatient clinic to smooth the HF clinical pathway across primary and secondary services.

The management of the patient consisted of the integration of all these interventions. During the first appointment, the 
FCN explored the educational and clinical needs of the patients and caregivers. At least two face-to-face follow-up and 
two phone calls were conducted interchangeably each month; however, the frequency was increased in case of complex 
needs of patients and their caregivers as judged by FCNs.

During the follow-up, the FNCs adopted the care manager approach and performed patient education through 
motivational interviewing, goal setting, and action-plan.

Effective communication techniques have been selected from evidence to identify and address patients’ needs and to 
perform therapeutic patient education. These include the tech-back17 motivational interviewing,18,19 and shared decision- 
making models20 including an adaption of the recently conceptualized SHERPA model21 to identify and develop a plan 
of care collegially with patients. Specifically, the teach-back allows to provide information and verify the understanding 
by the target person in multiple steps. The motivational interview is a counselling style, well established in the literature 
for its effectiveness in HF self-care.22 It is a collaborative dialogue in a climate of help and acceptance, that is useful to 
emerge the reasons and resources of the person and strengthen his commitment and motivation to realize a change 
towards a goal. The main components are reflective listening, open questions aimed at evoking change-oriented 
statements, sentences of synthesis and support, as well as providing information.

The Sharing Evidence Routine for a Person-centered plan for Action (SHERPA model) is a sharing decision-making 
approach consisting of three main steps. In Phase 1 (Share), the professional identifies the problems together with the 
person, including diagnosis, symptoms, emotions, concerns, behaviors, social problems, isolation, poverty, and difficul-
ties in managing the disease. The goal is to develop a framework of problems centered on the person and not on the 
diagnoses. In Phase 2 (Link), the professional discusses with the patient to connect the problems drawing them on paper 
inside circles whose size is proportional to the importance of the problems. Pathophysiological links help the person to 
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better understand their situation, while the connections made by the person help the professional to understand non- 
clinical reasons, values, beliefs, and expectations. In Phase 3 (Plan), the professional and the person explain their 
priorities, identifying together what to work on, and defining specific objectives, for example, medication reduction, 
symptom management, change of unhealthy behaviors, or social goals.

Additionally, to promote caregivers’ and families’ engagement and empowerment, the Calgary Family assessment 
and intervention models23 have been adopted to help caregivers and families in solving issues and developing self-care 
and resilience abilities. These models allow FCNs to care for families as a unit, thus avoiding focusing attention solely on 
the patient. FNCs assess families using the genogram to draw important relationships and identify the resources and 
strengths of that family and the caregiver network.

As for the multidisciplinary network, FCNs contacted the general practitioner or the cardiologist in case of clinical 
instability. Furthermore, FCNs activated other health professionals according to needs that emerged, such as social 
workers, dieticians, psychologists, and community lay resources, eg, associations of patients.

Regarding technological interventions, an electronic nursing record and a platform with the related app for patients 
were adopted.

Regarding the app, when patients or caregivers had a good level of digital literacy and accept to use the app, the 
Trec_Cardio app was downloaded on their smartphone. The TreC_Cardio app is designed to provide medical and 
lifestyle recommendations and to allow the patient to record disease-related information, ie, vital parameters, weight, 
symptoms, etc. The app includes also messaging and teleconference systems to facilitate communication between the 
patients and healthcare staff. In our study, FCNs prescribed routine tasks with notification alerts (ie, measuring blood 
pressure on Monday and Thursday at 8 in the morning), called patients or caregivers and cardiologists by video calls, and 
chatted with patients by attaching files and images. Patients or caregivers recorded the blood pressure, heart rate, oxygen 
saturation, weight, and symptoms according to a schedule fixed with the FCN. FCNs monitored patients’ data on the 
Trec_Cardio online platform daily, contacting the patient when data are not properly recorded or changes in clinical 
stability were observed. The online platform could be accessed also by cardiologists. In case the digital literacy of the 
patients or caregivers was low, or the participant did not accept the app, paper-based educational materials were provided 
with a written self-monitoring diary. The FCN monitored the clinical stability of the participants without the app during 
phone calls and face-to-face visits with the help of the self-reported monitoring diary.

FCNs reported all the activities conducted in the electronic nursing records, called @Home, developed before this 
study for home nursing care, which allowed accessing drug prescriptions and hospital reports.

Study Variables
Quantitative Outcomes
The quantitative outcomes investigated were the feasibility outcomes and self-care outcomes.

The feasibility outcomes were the number of patients enrolled and that completed the study, the number of 
participants accepting to use the app, and that use the app regularly in agreement with the FCN (Table 1). Feasibility 
outcomes, as the progression criteria for a randomized control trial,12 were evaluated according to pre-defined cut-off as 
a traffic light system24 (Table 1).

The self-care outcomes referred to the potential impact on self-care ability measured with self-report questionnaires: 
a) the Self-Care of Heart Failure Index (SCHFI) 7.2 Italian version25 for patients and b) the Caregiver Contribution to 
Self-care of Heart Failure Index (CC-SCHFI) 2 Italian version26 for informal caregivers. Both versions consist of 29 
items grouped into three domains: self-care maintenance, monitoring, and management, with standardized points ranging 
from 0 to 100, where 100 is the best self-care. The tools have been validated in Italian, with good reliability and 
validity.25,26

Qualitative Outcomes
As qualitative data, patients’ and informal caregivers’ beliefs and experiences regarding the model of care were collected 
through qualitative semi-structured face-to-face interviews.
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Data Collection
Demographics, comorbidities, and lifestyles were collected at the baseline. Feasibility outcomes were collected through-
out the study period up to three months and self-care questionnaires were administered to patients and caregivers at the 
baseline and at three months after having received three months of intervention. All the data were collected by the FCNs 
as part of the care provided. Therefore, data were available for all participants. All patients and caregivers completed the 
questionnaires.

Qualitative data were collected by a trained researcher after the first three months of intervention in a dedicated space 
at the FCN clinic. The researcher followed a semi-structured guide (Supplementary File 1), piloted on one patient and 
one informal caregiver. These two interviews, judged relevant by the researchers, were included in the data analysis. The 
interviews lasted from 5 to 30 minutes, and participants were interviewed until data saturation was reached.

Data Analysis
For quantitative data, the distribution was tested by visualizing the quantile–quantile plot and Shapiro–Wilk test. Self-care 
outcomes were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. According to 
a relevant positive change of 8 points in the SCHFI and CC-SCHFI domains,27 patients were grouped into eight self-care 
categories (eg, “No changes in all self-care domains”). Data analysis was performed using R statistical software version 4.1.2.

Regarding qualitative data, the interviews were transcribed verbatim, and content analysis was performed according 
to the preparation, organizing, and reporting phases.28 The unit of analysis was identified, and an open coding system was 
created by analyzing five interviews. Categories and themes were identified by applying and adapting the coding systems 
to other interviews. Three themes were identified, namely “Input”, including categories expressing the reasons to adhere 
to the model of care, “Process”, gathering categories related to strategies and perceived experience in being cared for, and 
“Outcomes” collecting categories expressing the results as perceived by the participants. Specifically, coded narratives in 
the “Outcomes” category were further categorized according to the self-care maintenance, monitoring, and management 
dimensions of SCHI-FI.25

To address the mixed-method research questions, integration of data occurred in data analysis. Quantitative and 
qualitative data were merged by linking the qualitative data to quantitative self-care outcomes through the patient’s 
identification code, according to the eight self-care categories identified by the analysis of quantitative self-care 
outcomes. Then, we have created a joint display to show the confirmation, discordance, and expansion meta- 
inferences drawn from the data linking.11,29

Results
Feasibility Outcomes
Twenty-six patients (out of 137, 19%) and nine of their caregivers were enrolled (Figure 1), not reaching the feasibility 
cut-off. The median age was 72 years (63.7–80.7, IQR) and 50.5 years (43–55.2 IQR) for patients and informal 
caregivers, respectively (Supplementary File 2). Of the 26 patients enrolled, 25 patients and eight caregivers completed 

Table 1 Traffic Light System for Feasibility Outcomes Evaluation

Feasibility Outcomes Green Zone Amber Zone Red Zone
Proceed to 
RCT

Proceed with Amendments 
to RCT

Not Proceed to 
RCT

% of patients enrolled/patients screened >70% 25% < %patients <70% <25%

% of patients that completed the study/ patients enrolled >70% 25% < %patients <70% <25%

% of participants accepting to use the app/ patients enrolled >30% 5% < %patients <30% <5%

% of participants who regularly use the APP/ patients with the 

Trec_Cardio APP

>80% 50% <%patients <80% <50%

Abbreviations: RCT, randomized control trial; app, mobile application.
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the three months of intervention, satisfying the feasibility cut-off of the green zone. Regarding the mobile app, 10 
participants accepted using the app (out of 26, 38.5%), meeting the green zone feasibility cut-off, of which six were 
caregivers. Two patients and three caregivers (5 out of 10, 50%) regularly used the app for the entire study period, 
partially satisfying the amber zone feasibility cut-off, whereas others used the app inconstantly or interrupted its use.

Self-Care Outcomes
Patients reported the highest median score in self-care monitoring activities (78.2, 65–83.2 IQR), while caregivers 
reported the best support abilities in self-care maintenance (79, IQR 73.5–84.5) (66.4, IQR 56.8–76.8). We found 
statistically significant improvements in all three self-care dimensions in patients, with the highest difference in 
monitoring (IQR 5.5–12.3, p < 0.001) (Table 2).

Qualitative results on Model of Care Beliefs and Experience
A total of 19 patients and seven of their informal caregivers were interviewed. From the analysis, six themes and 18 
categories emerged (Figure 2).

Figure 1 Flowchart of the study.
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Theme: Input as Adhering to the Model of Care
The patients described three main processes in adhering to the care model. First, patients reported to be compliant with 
the indication received from their GP, who emphasized the value of the FCNs’ service. Other participants adhered to the 
model because they felt that they needed to be checked, helped, and taken in charge. Some patients reflected before 

Table 2 Self-Care Abilities in Patients and Caregivers

Patients (N=25) Baseline 3-Months Δ p-value

Self-care maintenance 71 [62–76] 76 [68.5–84] 3 [0–11.5] 0.007a

Self-care monitoring 60 [55–77.3] 78.2 [65–83.2] 9.1 [5.5–12.3] <0.001a

Self-care management 56.25 [50–65] 65 [55.62–70] 7.5 [2.5–14.4] <0.001a

Caregivers (N=8) Baseline 3-months Δ

Self-care maintenance 72 [69–75.5] 79 [73.5–84.5] 9 [4.5–12] -

Self-care monitoring 59.1 [50–67.3] 66.4 [56.8–76.8] 6.4 [0–16.8] -

Self-care management 56.25 [51.9–61.2] 61.2 [56.2–68.1] 2.5 [0–7.5] -

Notes: aWilcoxon signed-rank test with continuity correction; Δ, Delta expressing the difference between baseline and three 
months. SCHFI scores were standardized on a scale of 0–100, where 100 represents the best self-care ability in each dimension, and 
analyzed considering the three dimensions (self-care maintenance, monitoring, and management) separately.

Figure 2 Participants’ experiences regarding the model of care.
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accepting to attend the model of care, drawing positive conclusions on potential advantages in participating, including 
usefulness, more time dedicated compared to GP, and ease in accessing GP and services.

Because it [FCNs’ clinic] was the only service still active during pandemic, you could not go to the hospital... all the 
difficulties... so in short, it will remain only the nurses. (int.18) 

The general practitioner maybe can order you the antibiotic or what you need... but he spends less time on you as compared to 
what nurses do. (int.12-Caregiver) 

Theme: Processes
Category: Finding Strategies to Develop Self-Care Skills 
Participants found strategies by themselves to act self-care abilities, including following the nurses’ suggestions, 
strategies to lose weight, and increasing their own willingness. However, few participants encountered difficulties in 
finding strategies, such as finding time and supporting relatives in self-care abilities.

I often leave early in the morning when he [the father] still sleep, and I let him sleep it’s not that I feel like waking him up to 
measure his blood pressure. I know it is important but… we only can figure it out when I am at home on Saturday (int.25- 
Caregiver) 

Participants valued help from nurses in promoting their self-care abilities. Examples included agreeing upon the timing of 
self-monitoring, helping to find strategies to cope with healthy lifestyles, giving instructions, being present with home 
visits, and taking appointments. Few experiences were reported in not considering the innovative suggestions received by 
the FCN and perceiving the conversation as chitchats.

Category: Feeling Being Cared for 
Participants felt free to unload and perceived that the FNC listened to their needs compared with the GP’s visit or family 
members.

They [nurses] listen and believe me, others like family members at home don’t believe me so much. (Int.14) 

Participants appreciated the interest of FCNs expressed by frequent calls to assess the situation, the availability to deepen 
problems, and thinking about future steps in planning care.

Because when you feel alone, you let yourself go... if I know that someone is monitoring me, then I try harder too. (Int.2) 

In addition, the participants considered it important to be assessed and monitored by competent professionals. Patients 
and informal caregivers felt engaged in care and safety and helped with the FNC’s expertise.

I feel helped by the human relationship with people who have skills that we do not have. So, the possibility of calling them and 
say that maybe something is getting worse... because we can clearly help him [parent], but we don’t have any kind of medical 
expertise. (Int.1-Caregiver) 

Category: Filling the Gap Between Services 
Participants appreciated the facilitated access to health services and having a direct channel with specialist clinicians. 
Participants valorized the role of FCNs’ clinics in filling a deficit among services, especially regarding the building of 
new networks, acting as a filter to other services, and supporting and taking charge patients when no other services do it.

[…] also, because the general practitioner is good and checks you, but she is too busy, so this service is useful for relieving 
general practitioners. (Int.22) 

Theme: Outcomes
Category: Perceiving Changes in Health Outcomes 
Some participants reported general improvement in their health status. Other outcomes were categorized according to 
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self-care theory, comprising self-care maintenance, monitoring, and management abilities. Regarding maintenance, most 
improvements were in changing eating habits, reducing salt intake, increasing physical activity, being more adherent to 
follow-up, and sleeping better. However, some participants did not modify their daily activities.

As for diet, there are some foods that are not good for me, but I have made some changes compared to before, in fact my GP has 
seen it on the blood exams. (Int.22) 

With regard to monitoring, participants improved their monitoring of the parameters and symptoms, especially by using 
the written diary. Others, differently, reported to be not constant in measuring blood pressure or weight due to the absence 
of symptoms or do not have modified habits in monitoring because of good abilities already acquired.

Yes, it seems to me that nurses have helped me to manage health problems better... yes... in the measurements of blood pressure, 
blood sugar, weight. I do more regularly and write in the diary. (Int.26) 

As for self-management, some participants explained that they were more confident in making decisions to manage 
problems related to HF, in particular, referring to when calling the physicians or nurses to prevent major negative events.

[…] but if I see that there is something is getting worse, I take and go to the emergency department, or if I see weight change, 
I start with furosemide or whatever has [the parent] as diuretics. (Int.12-Caregiver) 

Theme: Perceiving Satisfaction on the Model of Care
Participants had a good experience with the model of care, perceiving it as useful, and attending it gladly. Satisfaction 
was highly related to the organization, with no suggested areas for improvement in most cases. Few needs were 
expressed concerning the possibility of having a visit with the cardiologist or making an electrocardiogram in the 
FCNs’ clinic. Furthermore, the participants appreciated the proximity of the FCNs’ clinic to their homes. Negative 
considerations emerged among those living far from the FCNs’ clinic, highlighting the difficulties in reaching the service 
in cases of lack of driving license or elderly. Some participants raised doubts about the appropriateness of the FCNs’ 
clinic, judging it as useless for the clinical stability condition.

The last time I was there I said it was useless to come if I don’t have symptoms or something changes... if the situation remains 
the same. (Int.18) 

Mixed-Method Analysis Results
Integrating Self-Care Outcomes with Participants’ Experiences of the Care Model
By merging the data (Table 3), most of the qualitative data on health outcomes confirmed the relevant changes 
observed in the SCHFI and CC-SCHFI scores. Few incongruences have emerged, mainly regarding self-care main-
tenance and monitoring. We found that the lack of relevant changes in SCHFI and CC-SCHFI scores could be 
explained by previous good self-care, the distance of the service from home, work duties, or perceiving visits with 
FCNs such as chatting and not relevant for their stable condition, thus not perceiving benefits from this model of care. 
When relevant changes in at least two self-care dimensions were observed, participants frequently reported feeling 
supported, engaged, free to vent, and converse fearlessly, and appreciating the mutual agreement with FCNs on self- 
care and coping strategies. In addition, these participants appreciated FNCs’ help in booking appointments and 
physical closeness to the FCN clinic (Table 3).

Integrating Data on App Use and Participants’ Experiences of the App
Among the 16 patients (out of 26, 61.5%) and three caregivers (33.3%) that did not accept the app, 14 patients and three 
caregivers were interviewed given the reached data saturation. Reasons for not accepting the app mainly relied on the 
perceived inability to use the mobile phone (eg, for visual impairment) or app-related functions and the lack of a mobile 
phone. Other participants reported different reasons, such as lack of time to insert data or to take care of the relative, 
wishing not to complicate the relative’s caregiving, preferring the written diary, or thinking that telemedicine means 
having a remote relationship with a stranger.
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Table 3 Joint Display. Integrating Data on Self-Care Outcomes and Participants’ Experiences with the Model of Care

Self-care Categories 
Identified According 
to Relevant Changes 
in Self-Care a

Patients’ and Caregivers’ Experiences 
N=19 Patients, N=7 Caregivers

Meta-Inferences Confirmation Met-Inferences Discordance Meta-Inferences Expansion

Participants with: 
No changes in all SF 

areas

Participants mainly described to not have modified or 
perceived changes in daily habits related to lifestyle and 

HF self-care

Some participants reported improvements in physical 
exercising and self-monitoring

Participants have adhered to the model of care proposed 
for different reasons (eg, GP’s instructions, need of 

support and monitoring). Although perceived usefulness 

in receiving information, suggestions, interest, 
monitoring, conversations, participants reported that 

changes are made by one’s will, no innovative suggestions 

received, perceiving conversation with FCN as chatting. 
Despite a general positive experience, participants 

described the attendance to the service useful only for 

urgent needs/actual symptoms or as a burden for the 
distance suggesting home care service.

Participants with: 
No changes in SF- 

maintenance Changes 

in SF-monitoring 
Changes in SF- 

management

Most of participants reported an improvement in self- 
monitoring (blood pressure and weight), and self- 

management of the problems (eg, calling GP or change 

doses)

Some participants reported an improvement in some 
daily habits (referable to maintenance) as less salt, 

reduced food portions, sleeping better.

Participants have adhered to the model of care proposed 
for different reasons (eg, GP’s instructions, foreseen 

usefulness). Participants appreciated suggestions and 

explanations received on lifestyles and HF, help and fast 
track in booking appointments, interest with deepening 

questions, conversations, possibility to unload, more 

health checks, network with GP and specialists. Positive 
experience, suggesting services to others, and 

appreciating the organizational structure.

Participants with: 

Changes in all SF areas

Participants reported changes in daily habits, 

psychological aspects, and HF symptoms and self-care 

maintenance (drugs regularly, diet, exercise), 
monitoring (blood pressure, edema, weight), and 

management (calling GP or FCN for edema)

One caregiver reported to not have changed physical 

exercises or diet habits of relative, because of physical 

limitations and healthy diet also before to be taken 
charge by FCN and one participants reported 

inconstant monitoring.

Participants have adhered to the model of care proposed 

for different reasons (eg, GP’s instructions, need of 

monitoring and support in medication adherence, sense 
of right in using new services). Participants appreciating 

instructions, information, strategies mutually agreed, 

despite difficult in finding time for monitoring. 
Participants feeling positive effects, engaging more in 

monitoring given when they were not cared for, they let 

go and did not assumed drugs. They appreciated interest 
and conversations, and monitoring form FCN, perceiving 

that GP are overwhelmed and that this service was 

lacking. General positive experience, appreciating 
closeness to home and considering this modality easier 

than before to take care of yourself.
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Participants with: 

No changes in SF- 

maintenance No 
changes in SF- 

monitoring 

Changes in SF- 
management

One participant reported to have not changed self- 

monitoring habits

Both the two participants interviewed reported to have 

found effective strategies for self-monitoring and one to 

use less salt in eating habits.

Participants have adhered to the model of care proposed 

for GP’s instructions. They have considered useful the 

suggestions, being monitored, conversations, transfer of 
app data entered to cardiologist, help in accessing 

services, feeling free to express and unload. One 

participant reported to have not changed self-monitoring 
habits because already made well before attending the 

service. Positive general experience, however, distance 

from home is a problem because the lack of the driving 
license and the need to be accompanied.

Participants with: 
Changes in SF- 

maintenance 

No changes in SF- 
monitoring 

No changes in SF- 

management

Optimal results perceived. 
No benefit perceived. 

No changed perceived in daily habits (referrable to self- 

monitoring)

Some participants reported improvement in self- 
monitoring like finding effective strategies to do it, and 

self-management (eg, accessing ED/GP or changing 

doses of drugs). 
No changed perceived in daily habits (referrable to self- 

maintenance)

Participants have adhered to the model of care proposed 
for different reasons (eg, GP’s instructions, few time 

dedicated by GP). They appreciated suggestions, 

explanations, human relationship, possibility to be 
supported for monitoring, facilitations in booking 

appointments (eg, social worker). Someone considered 

the FCN competent like cardiologist, a filter for 
requests. Someone felt helped and safer by a relationship 

with a competent FCN, to refer worsening, also given 

GP has not a holistic view due to workload. Perceived 
comfort and positive experiences. Someone suggested 

the possibility to make ECG in FCN clinic, reported 

normal experience given the absence of major health 
problems and difficulties in attending the service due to 

work shifts.

Participants with: 

Changes in SF- 

maintenance 
Changes in SF- 

monitoring 

No changes in SF- 
management

Participants reported to have lost weight, improved 

activities (referrable to maintenance) like exercises, 

less salt and self-monitoring.

No changed perceived in daily habits from one 

participant and feeling of help perceived in acting 

preventive strategies as management of problems from 
one another.

Participants adhered to the service for different reasons 

(eg, GP’s instructions, being more monitored and 

compliant). Participants appreciated suggestions, written 
diary structure, fearless conversations (like talking with 

a relative), feeling taking charge, agreement with FCN on 

monitoring timing, and found strategies to doing more 
exercises, reducing alcohol assumption, and follow FCN 

suggestions. On relative struggled in finding supportive 

relative in monitoring due to different daily routines. 
Positive experience, however difficult perceived for the 

distance from home of the FCN clinic and for relatives’ 

lack of usefulness perceived due to good health status.

(Continued)
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Table 3 (Continued). 

Self-care Categories 
Identified According 
to Relevant Changes 
in Self-Care a

Patients’ and Caregivers’ Experiences 
N=19 Patients, N=7 Caregivers

Meta-Inferences Confirmation Met-Inferences Discordance Meta-Inferences Expansion

Participants with: 

No changes in SF- 
maintenance Changes 

in SF-monitoring 

No changes in SF- 
management

Participants reported an improvement in self- 

monitoring, and no changes in eating, physical activities, 
or daily habits (referable to maintenance)

No interview data Participants adhered to the model of care for having 

a point of reference and explanations about symptoms. 
One reported to find useful receiving suggestions on diet 

and worries control, answers and questions made by 

FCN, evaluating FCN competent, and the other did not 
perceived support from FCN. Positive experience, 

however, one considered FCN clinic for not urgent 

needs, suggesting possibility to make ECG or cardiologist 
visits and the other as a place in which no visits are 

made.

Participants with: 

Changes in SF- 

maintenance 
No changes in SF- 

monitoring 

Changes in SF- 
management

Participant reported to have modified the diet with 

results visible in blood exams and assume drugs more 

strictly.

No interview data The participant adhered to the service to follow a GP’s 

instruction without perceptions of care needs. The 

participants considered important to adhere to controls, 
perceiving usefulness in being monitored and in 

deepening the situation with FCN, however reporting to 

feel encumbered for many controls and to consider that 
controls are more useful to GP rather for yourself. The 

participants believed that FCN service might reduce GPs’ 

workload, however feeling stressed for distance from 
home.

Notes: aClinically relevant change for a difference of 8 points at three months from the baseline; bScore ≥70. 
Abbreviations: HF, heart failure; FCN, family and community nurses; ED, emergency department; SF, self-care.
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Out of the 10 participants who agreed to use the app, four caregivers (out of six managing the app) and four patients 
(out of four managing the app) were interviewed. Furthermore, one patient was interviewed even if the app was managed 
by the caregiver, given the caregiver, even though accepting to manage the app, did not contribute to HF self-care of the 
relative and thus was not enrolled in the study. Three categories emerged from the narration about the use of the app.

Firstly, the category “Reasons for accepting the app use” referred to the expected usefulness in preventing negative 
events, registering data to obtain FNCs’ feedback, and monitoring the relative’s health status. The second and third 
categories are the “Modalities of app use” and “Satisfaction with the app”. The five participants who regularly used the 
app reported good functionality and highlighted the need to enter data regularly to maintain the ability to use the app. 
These participants considered the app useful for managing health problems and appreciated the ease of entering the data. 
However, some of these five patients highlighted the importance of receiving feedback from health professionals, even 
when there were no health issues:

Giving an answer on the app as feedback of parameters entered is important for me… the oxygen saturation is always 
good but why am I so breathless? So, a nurse who answers the fatigue you have is due to the mask you put on your 
mouth “for example... it serves... because I enter the pressure every day and then I don’t have an answer when I am fine... 
then it means that I report it just for me”.

Participants who used the app inconstantly (5, 50%, two patients, and three caregivers) considered it useful and easy; 
however, they missed entering data because of forgetfulness, lack of time, or not measuring parameters:

I have no difficulties, the app is well done, intuitive. I should be more diligent in measuring the pressure, I rarely do it, but 
I should do it more often. It’s not that I don’t use the app, but that I don’t use the tool for blood pressure… 

In addition, caregivers expressed issues in reporting timely in the app the data collected from relatives in the written 
diary, especially when they did not live in the same house.

Discussion
In this study, we tested a community-based nurse-led model of care to manage patients with stable HF with GPs, 
cardiologists, and digital interventions.

Starting from enrolment, we did not reach the feasibility cut-off. Only 19% of the screened patients were enrolled, 
failing to intercept the target population of outpatients with stable HF, mostly because screened patients did not meet the 
HF inclusion criteria. Patients could be recruited during visits with the GP or cardiologist; therefore, there was the 
likelihood of both a high level of complexity when accessing a cardiologist and no HF diagnosis when visiting a GP. In 
the last case, it might happen that GP considers stable patients who have symptoms referrable to HF or, for example, 
diuretic therapy prescriptions without a diagnostic examination to confirm the diagnosis, especially in the elderly. Both 
explanations may explain why the 51 patients did not meet the HF inclusion criteria. A recent experience demonstrated 
similar difficulties in recruitment in hospitals for a home care program in which only 37% of dyads were included, 
mostly due to lack of HF diagnosis or caregivers.30 However, most participants said that they adhered to the GP’s 
instructions. This suggests that keeping the GPs involved in recruitment might have a positive impact on the participants’ 
decision to adhere to the model of care. However, the recruitment strategy should be improved by adding other 
possibilities for recruitment, such as hospital discharge.

Differently from the recruitment, the retention of participants was successful.
Regarding self-care abilities, the care model significantly improved self-care scores across all dimensions, with 

a higher impact on self-care monitoring. As for caregivers, we noticed an increase in all self-care dimensions, with the 
largest increase in self-maintenance. These results were confirmed by several studies that tested nurse-led interventions 
on self-care, reflecting the difficulties in improving self-management.3,18,31 Low pre-post self-management abilities 
might be explained by the condition of stability, which does not allow patients and caregivers to experience symptoms 
and, therefore, not learn from experience.

When we merged quantitative and qualitative data to assess the underlying mechanism of model functioning, confirming 
meta-inference emerged as the most frequent, while discordant meta-inferences emerged to a lesser extent. Discrepancies 
between qualitative and quantitative measures were mainly related to self-maintenance and self-monitoring, which might be 
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explained by the specificity of the SCHFI items in relation to HF, while participants during the interviews reported changes 
in daily habits to a larger extent beyond HF. Experience did not differ significantly between participants with relevant 
changes and those with no relevant changes in self-care. However, we found that participants with relevant changes in self- 
care reported that more strategies appreciated as useful, including the emphasis on facilitating access to care, the quality of 
the relationship with FCNs, and support received to be more engaged. The absence of relevant changes in at least two self- 
care dimensions seems to be related to the discomfort of the distance from home, the absence of symptoms, and the 
perception that the service is useful only for urgent needs or actual symptoms. This suggests the need to ensure the 
proximity of the FCN clinic to patients’ homes and include home visits by the FCN, similar to other effective studies.3 In 
addition, effective engagement strategies should be identified for patients perceiving their situation of clinical stability as 
normal and considering conversation with FCN as chatting rather than motivational conversation. As suggested by previous 
studies, motivational interviewing might be ineffective in some patients, including those with high self-care at baseline or 
those taking few medications.32

Regarding the mobile app, we reached the feasibility cut-off for the green zone for the number of participants who 
accepted to use the app, and the amber zone for the number of participants who regularly used the app. The proportion of 
patients who agreed to use the app was low compared to other available studies.33 However, we considered this result 
acceptable for two reasons. First, we foresaw the possibility of choosing to be taken in charge with or without the app at 
the discretion of patients or caregivers. Second, we should consider that elderly have difficulties in using m-health, 
especially when an active role is required to enter data. Reasons for not accepting the use of the app were mainly related 
to the lack of mobile phones or low self-efficacy in using it, similar to available evidence.34 Due to the low rate of app 
use, we were unable to draw conclusions on the impact of the app on self-care. However, evidence supports the use of 
telemonitoring systems and m-health to improve self-care among community-dwelling HF patients,8 demonstrating an 
additional improvement in self-care when added to a home-care nurse-led specific HF program.3

This study had several limitations. First, we adopted different screening strategies, both by GPs and cardiologists, 
which might have different knowledge and perspectives regarding patients and families. However, the second step of 
FCNs screening controlled for potential errors in recruitment. Second, the SCHFI was completed autonomously or with 
the help of an FCN, given that a relevant number of patients were older and lived alone, thus leading to a potential bias in 
the answers. However, the FCNs were trained to prevent answer-induction or patients’ perceptions of judgment. Third, 
the sample was small, given that as a feasibility study, we did not foresee a large sample, and no control group was 
included, preventing the possibility of identifying specific patterns and associations between self-care outcomes and 
experiences. Therefore, our results may not be considered in terms of the efficacy of the model and should be interpreted 
with caution. However, the aim was not to test the efficacy of the model, but rather to test its feasibility. Patients with 
complex HF are usually managed by specialized services as a reactive model of care after hospitalization or acute events. 
We tried to shift the focus to patients with stable HF to keep them aware of the importance of performing self-care, even 
when they feel good to prevent and manage early acute decompensation, with a proactive approach.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this model could be a solution for managing patients with stable HF outside the hospital, fostering the 
role of primary care health professionals, although it was not feasible in recruiting. Changes and improvements are 
needed to reinforce the recruitment strategies, adding home visits, engaging those that perceive worthless the regular 
monitoring, and educational strategies to improve self-management, such as clinical cases, simulation, or role-playing, 
to stimulate reflection and decision-making. The m-health intervention might be improved by adding support for 
caregivers in using the app and devices that transmit directly to the app, thus also encouraging patients with low self- 
efficacy in using the mobile phone or app. The relationship between different interventions and outcomes should be 
deeply investigated with larger mixed-method studies, especially regarding the use of m-health in stable and low-risk 
patients.
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